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CLIMATE CAMP
Information about the camp and organisation

Climate camp
Climate Camps are at the heart of the Climate Justice movement. They are places 
for networking, exchange and education between different political and social 
groups who speak up for environmental sustainability and social justice. Further, 
they are places to try out alternative ways of living in contrast to the capitalist and 
democratically eroded society we live in, and places to give emphasis to our pro-
tests through direct actions and civil disobedience. Our goal is a good life for all 
within the planetary boundaries. This can only be achieved via a radical systemic 
change!
The program includes Workshops, Discussions, Networking Opportunities, Chil-
dren’s Program and Cultural Events.

But the Camp also needs your support – everyone of us can participate in the 
organization and do their part to help create a diverse, open-minded and exciting 
Camp for all of us!

Climate Camps consist of 4 pillars:

4 Thematic Grätzl (=Barrios) are hosted by different organisations and hold 
workshops and other program around the following topics:

system change (by System Change not Climate Change)
food souvereignity (by Nyeleni)
alter-globalisation (by attac)
eco social resilience 

For further informations see page 16–17

Education Networking
Alternative ways of living

Direct actions

all-day Day of Action

Friday 31.5

DAILY ROUTINE
at the Camp

* Housekeeping is a political act!
The Climate Camp lives from our collective commitment and the contribution 
of all participants. To make sure that it’s not always the same people who clear 
others’ stuff, we dedicate determined times to our camp household in which 
we all chop, wash, clean up and repair small things together:
the self-orga rave.

from 08:00 Breakfast

09:00 – 10:00 Self-orga rave*

14:00 Self-orga rave*

19:00 Self-orga rave*

from 20:00 Evening program

15:00 Guided Camp Tour

from 09:30 Kids program

10:00 – 13:00 Workshops / Grätzl

15:00 – 18:00 Workshops / Grätzl

13:00 Lunch

18:00 Dinner

„normal“ 

14:00 Opening at the playground 
„Schwemm“

15:00 Schwemm-Olympics with 
games + workshops

19:00 Self-orga rave*

from 20:00 Evening program

18:00 Dinner

Sunday 26.5

09:00 – 12:00 Brunch

ab 12:00 Refl ections & Final plenum

ab 15:00 Clearance, Conclusion,
Departure

Sunday 02.6

– About the camp – – Daily routine –
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DIRECT ACTION
Information about the 31. Mai

On May 31 st the Climate Camp and System Change, not Climate Change will host 
a Day of Action for climate justice focussing on automobility.

The traffi c is Austria’s biggest climate killer.
Stench of exhaust, car noise, completely parked areas. More and more space is 
still be created for cars, whereas people are expelled from the city centre by ex-
cessive rents and have to commute by car. Still incredible amounts of money and 
resources are being invested in the preservation and expansion of infrastructure 
projects based on fossil fuels.

We can’t go on like this!
We will retake the streets from the cars – on foot and by bike, with creative 
actions on the big Day of Action for Climate Justice of System Change, not Climate 
Change and the Climate Camp near Vienna. Because we stand against the 
construction of new large CO2 emitters like the Lobau highway and the 3rd run-
way, against the authoritarian politics of the right-wing Austrian government and 
against a transport policy that aggravates the climate crisis.

For further information and preparation to the Day of Action, come to the 
action tent.

Demonstration of System Change, 
not Climate Change!
Colourful and loud against fossil mobility! 
All together we speak up for a clean and just 
future with a kids and youth action of the 
Climate Camp near Vienna: 
For every child in the world. Hand in hand 
for a better future!

We say Ende Geländewagen!
On Friday, 31/05/2019 we take the protection 
of our climate, environment and health into our 
own hands. 
With an action of civil disobedience, we take 
a stand for a car-free Vienna and for climate 
justice. Because the following statement also 
applies to the transport sector: climate protec-
tion is manual work!

Extinction Rebellion
For further information come to the action tent.
Critical Mass for Climate Justice
Bike ride action
For further information come to the action tent.

On our Day of Action, we show the limits of the current mobility system. In 
order to deal well with our own limits and those of our fellow human beings, 
suffi cient preparation is extremely important. Therefore, we are addressing 
all legal issues, individual and reference group-oriented preparation, and
the behaviour during the action. The processing of our experiences is also 
important to us, so there will be enough space at the camp to refl ect on 
them together.

MEETING PLACE: 13:00 HELDENPLATZ

MEETING POINT: 13:00 SCHWARZENBERGPLATZ

MEETING POINT: METRO U1 13:00 DONAUINSEL,

OR AT THE CAMP

– Day of Action –– Day of Action –
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– Care –

Psychological well-being is a priority for us. Unfortunately, however, openly 
discussing emotions, fears and trauma is still not the norm in our society. 
Furthermore, events with large crowds and lots of hustle and bustle, such as the 
Climate Camp, can feel overwhelming at times. Which is why we would like to 
provide the following support network for these situations:  

Care-Team
Members of the Care-Team will be at the camp at all times, easily recognizable 
by their purple refl ective vests. Additionally, you can always ask for support at 
the Info-Tent, who will refer you to a member of the Care-Team immediately. We 
are here for you if you want to talk, whether it is about minor annoyances, major 
troubles or any other form of discomfort.

– Info Tent & Care –

Care-Tent
The Care-Tent will be set up at a quiet location, away from the action, and no 
events will take place there. It is meant as a comfortable place to escape the rush 
of the campsite. As such, the Care-Tent will not always be attended by a member 
of the Care-Team. If you are searching for a someone to talk to, you can either 
look out for a purple refl ective vest, call the care-hotline or ask the Info-Tent for a 
contact.

Care-Hotline
In case you cannot fi nd any of us, you want to reach us off-campsite or do not 
want to talk face2face you can call the Care-Hotline at any time, day or night: 
+43 681 84938179

Care surrounding the Day of Action
Before, after and on the Day of Action there will be additional Workshops and 
Spaces around the topic “No names, but structures”

Wenn es zu bunt wird
We believe that issues should be addressed when they arise. No matter if you feel 
overwhelmed by the entire situation, you are having trouble with your team or 
your affi nity group, or you experience racist, sexist or any other form of discrimina-
tory behaviour. Rather than feeling left alone with those issues, you can address 
a member of the Care-Team, and we will try to work towards a solution together. 
You can identify members of the Care-Team by their purple refl ective vests, you 
can reach us by phone at any time via +43 681 84938179, or 
you can ask for us at the Info-Tent.

The info tent is the gateway to the climate camp. As a big red and blue circus tent it is 
hard to miss. The info tent is the fi rst stop for everything. Whether you are a camp par-
ticipant, a speaker or a musician, in the information tent you get everything you need:

Information about the course of the camp
an overview of the workshop program Organizational Thinge 
T-shirt and bag sale
donation
Feedback possibility
Hygiene products, fi rst aid
Backboard for self-organization and exchange ...

The information tent is occupied from 8:00 to 20:00, then the night watch takes over.

+43 681 84938179, or 

Care-Hotline: +43 681 84938179

INFO TENT
Hotline: +43 670 408 12 12

CARE
About the Care-Team and Care at the Camp

Are you uncertain if your troubles are 
“important” enough to address the 
Care-Team? The fact that you are con-
sidering talking to us is enough reason 
to do so! We would rather be addressed 
too often than not often enough!

9
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– Camp agreement –

CAMP AGREEMENT
Vers. 2019

Our goal is that everyone at the Camp feels comfortable and safe. As we will be 
quite a lot of people at the Camp, we ask everyone to be attentive and take care 
of yourselves and each other. After all, we all want to have a good time toge-
ther. Racism, right-wing extremism, sexism, homophobia or any other form of 
discrimination will not be tolerated. Refugees welcome. In general, we have trust 
in everyone to behave respectfully and autonomous. A few points are especially 
important for us as organizers, so we ask all participants to behave according to 
this Camp agreement:

Alcohol and other mind-altering drugs
We wish for a respectful and mindful handling of alcohol and other mind-altering 
drugs, so that all participants feel safe and comfortable. If you want to consume 
alcohol and other mind-altering drugs, please make sure that it is ok for the peo-
ple around you. In case of doubt, check once again. The Camp is a self-organized 
political space and no festival. Furthermore, no alcohol and no mind-altering drugs 
should be consumed in the following areas; people who are already alcoholised or 
have consumed other mind-altering drugs should also no longer use them:

Childrens’ tent
Care tent
Drug-free sleeping area

Monday, Wednesday and Friday are completely alcohol-free and drug-free days. 
We ask you not to consume any alcohol and other mind-altering drugs on these 
days. No alcohol will be served at the bar.

The normalized handling of alcohol in our society was a subject of intense discus-
sion in terms of the planning of the Climate Camp. The regulation now valid arose 
from our desire for responsible consumption as well as the need for intoxica-
tion-free rooms. There will also be open discussions and spaces to reflect on this 
issue. Further information will be available at the info & care tent.
.
Smoking of tobacco and other substances
We ask you to smoke only in the area that is marked for smoking. Please make 
sure that the remnants do not end up in the grass but in the garbage. We do not 

– Camp agreement –

consider tobacco to be a mind-altering drug, but nevertheless invite you to spend 
the drug-free days (Mon, Wed, Fri) ‘tobacco-free’ or with low consumption.

Area for families and kids
We do not want to just send kids to an area where they are passive subjects to 
take care of. Instead, we believe that people of all ages can grasp content and 
contribute something meaningful. Therefore, we have a programme especially 
for kids every day, where our youngest can be an active part of the camp. In 
our so-called “Kinder- und Familienoase”, kids and their caregivers are always 
welcome.

“Keep your shirt on” policy
Let us live together with our chests covered and endure sweat in solidarity! The 
areas around the showers and signposted “learning rooms” will be excluded fromf 
this policy. “Keep your shirt on” means for us that everyone should at least wear 
tops or t-shirts. Sports bras and bikinis are no tops. Children do not need to adhe-
re to this policy and breast feeding is allowed at the entire camping area.

Even if we try to get along for living the utopia, we do not act in a vacuum. As long 
as freedom is not for everybody, it is a privilege. And in order to reduce privileges, 
we have to make them visible and confront people. In our society being topless is 
mostly a privilege granted to Cis-men and people whose bodies conform to social 
ideals. To avoid the reproduction of patriarchal structures and other forms of 
social discrimination, we want to stand in solidarity with people who mostly do not 
see being topless as an option.

Dogs
If you do not find any other option, you may bring your dog to the Camp but 
please be responsible for taking care of your animal friend. Consider that many 
people may be stressful for animals and respect that people at the Camp may 
be afraid of your dog and/or might speak to you about your dog’s behaviour. Of 
course, the dogs should not do their business on the camp site – please take that 
into account!

Money
We see ourselves as an anti-capitalist camp and thereby a place where alternatives 
to the existing economic system are discussed and explored. Unfortunately, these 
alternatives are not applicable to the whole Camp, because the Camp is only an is-
land within global capitalism and does not work in total independence from external 
structures. Like the Climate Camp, many left-wing structures also depend on money. 
At the Camp, we would like to create space to support those kinds of structures, e.g. 
solidarity campaigns, political groups, left-wing publishers and collectives. However, 
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– Camp agreement –

this should happen to a reasonable degree. We do not want to assume the character 
of a shopping centre or a promotion event. Commercial advertising and advertising by 
any political party are not welcome at the Camp.

Photos, Videos & Media
It is possible (for privates and Climate Camp photographers) to take videos 
and photos in the common areas of the Camp. In the sleeping areas it is not 
allowed to film or take pictures. If you do not want to be photographed or filmed 
at all (neither by private persons, nor by the Climate Camp team or other press 
photographers), you can get “no-photo” stickers at the info tent. Please attach the 
stickers clearly!

For media representatives: Please only work at the Camp (interviews, photos, etc.) 
after consultation with our press team. We therefore ask journalists to contact the 
press tent in advance or when they arrive at the Camp. We will brief you then.

This regulation exists, because we would like to create a space in which on the 
one hand impressions can be captured in the form of photos and videos, on 
the other hand everyone can enjoy their privacy and be certain of a protected 
environment. We are aware of this topic to be a very sensitive one. So if you 
(journalists and content creators) notice anything or have any questions, please 
contact us directly!

Hygiene
In order for everyone to feel comfortable, not only on the 1st day, it is important 
that we all take care of hygienic conditions; because we will not save the world 
with the gastrointestinal virus.

Hence, please wash your hands thoroughly with soap and use the disinfectant:

always after going to the toilet or urinal
before meals
before helping in the kitchen (slicing, washing-up, serving food, …)

If you get sick with gastrointestinal diseases, please contact the info tent so that 
we have a chance to contain the spread of the infection.
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– Background –

UNSERE GEDANKEN ZU…
… den Punkten Alkohol und andere bewusstseinsverändernde Drogen &  
Oben-mit und freizügige Kleidung in der Campvereinbarung 

No alcohol is also (not) the solution
For many people they are indispensable: the morning coffee as a starter for an 
effective day, alcohol at a party to "lighten up"; or a joint as a key to free thoughts. 
With the help of drugs, especially alcohol, we try to escape the stress, frustration 
and compulsion of our society. 
On the way to a less stressed and more climate-friendly society we want to ques-
tion drugs as an “escaping tool”. 

As a climate camp, we are in favour of free drug use if it’s a responsible one – 
towards ourselves and others. However, our behaviour under the influence of 
drugs can be strange and unpleasant for our fellow human beings. Alcohol, in 
particular, has a strong social legitimacy compared to other drugs. Health and 
social effects thereby are often greatly trivialized. Alcohol consumption lowers 
one's inhibition threshold and can intensify aggressive behaviour against oneself 
or others. 
This makes “cutting-across-lines” and discriminatory behaviour more likely. 
People who have experienced this kind of behaviour can be quickly thrown back 
into these situations. This can cause fear, pain and insecurity. Unfortunately, 
in many social spaces it is impossible to avoid people who are alcoholized or 
influenced by other drugs. We want to change this in the climate camp and create 
drug-free rooms in which everyone feels more comfortable and secure. 

During the Open Space (Wednesday afternoon, Saturday morning) there will be 
discussion rounds on this issue. Everyone – especially those who see this agree-
ment as an intrusion into their personal freedom – is invited to participate in this 
exchange. If you have any questions or feel uncomfortable, please feel free to 
contact the Awareness Team at any time.

Above, below, with or without – 
Patriarchy, beware of what we wear!
They smile at us from the advertising spaces of the consumer temple facades: 
half-naked, mostly female*, bodies. Capitalism and patriarchal society have stolen 
us our nudity. It is hawked at the expense of those who do not match these 
faked ideals of beauty. To regard people as objects has long been the social 
norm. At the Climate Camp, we oppose this. We would call on you not to take off 
your T- shirts and tops until the capitalist perpetrators of the climate crisis have 
left. Only in a free society we can throw concepts of ideal beauty, sexism and 

D*
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– Background –

consumer-oriented norms overboard. We think, however, that many of us are not 
aware of these patriarchal structures. Even one's own privilege of coincidentally 
conforming to the ideals of beauty is often difficult to notice for oneself. But for
people whose bodies do not conform to the usual norms of beauty and gender, 
nudity is a social taboo. People who nevertheless walk around "topless" often 
must put up with sexist looks or comments. This sexualization and tabooing is 
even enshrined in law: Women* who show themselves in public with naked upper 
bodies can be accused of "violation of public decency". The penalty is up to 1,000 
Euro or 2 weeks arrest (see police criminal law of Lower Austria NÖ PSG §1). That's 
why the following applies to us at the camp: Keep your shirt on and sweat toge-
ther in solidarity! Another important point is that naked upper bodies can trigger 
memories of violent experiences. Therefore, we see it as a task of the Climate 
Camp to create a safe space for everyone and call for the shirts to be kept on. 
During the Open Space (Wednesday afternoon, Saturday morning) there will be
discussion rounds on this issue. Everyone – especially those who see this agree-
ment as an intrusion into their personal freedom – are invited to participate in this 
exchange. If you have any questions or feel uncomfortable, please feel free to 
contact the Awareness Team at any time.

Our children will have to live in the world we leave them.  Therefore, climate justice 
concerns everybody, regardless of their age. We, the working group Children’s and 
Family Oasis, aim to create spaces where children can be themselves and connect 
with each other. Furthermore, it is our goal to provide parents with an opportunity to 
not just be parents, but persons.
 Which is why we have created a wide range of activities and spaces for children and 
parents alike. Additionally, we are offering day care for children in order to help all 
participants to have a positive experience at our Climate Camp.
The Oasis is meant as a refuge primarily for children, where they can escape the 
bustle of the Camp and feel comfortable.
 As active participation in organizing alternative structures is a crucial component 
of our rapidly changing time, you will have the opportunity to dip your toes into the 
following concepts:

 Cohabiting in a community of different families
 Transferring knowledge and experience, learning from each other
 Spending time together as a family

Naturally, it is always encouraged to voice your own ideas or organize your own 
discussion-spaces.

What should I expect?
 Learning, laughing and playing together…
 
Daily child care from May 25th to June 2nd in our Family Oasis and our 
open-air program. Our day care starts 30 minutes before the first workshop of the day 
and continues until around 7pm.
Child care during the evening program can be scheduled spontaneously (just 
contact our team at the Camp, or self-organized among the families)
Daily program to encourage creative self-occupation as individuals and in groups

At the heart of our Oasis, in the Scouts’ Yurt, we offer

 a wide range of group games
 children’s make-up
 felting
 diverse handicraft materials
 juggling sets

– Klimacamp goes familiy –

KLIMACAMP GOES FAMILY
Children’s and family oasis

ball games
music (guitare)
adventure trail with quizzes
playground
walks through the forest
… and much more
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– Grätzl – – Grätzl –

GRÄTZL
Grätzl sind Zelte am Camp, die von anderen Gruppen und Bewegungen 
bespielt werden. Der Begriff Grätzl bezeichnet in Wien einen Teil von 
Stadtvierteln mit eigener kultureller Identität, ähnlich den Barrios etwa in 
spanischsprachigen Metropolen

Critique of globalization

/

HOSTED BY ATTAC

Food sovereignty

What kind of food do we want? Under which conditions do we want it to be pro-
duced, distributed and utilized? Those questions cannot be answered by the ‘free’ 
market and individual choices of consumption alone. Instead, conscious political 
action has to be taken in order to influence the current mode of production. Food 
sovereignty demands democratic participation in the food sector instead of giving 
absolute control to corporations.

As production of food is important for all of us, we want to create a space for 
workshops and debates about this topic. Therefore, we invite producers, consu-
mers, researchers, harvest workers, gardeners, activists, members of unions or 
social movements to our Grätzl to participate in the Nyéléni Spring Meetup for 
Food Sovereignty from May 29th – June 2nd.

HOSTED BY NYÉLÉNI

Ökosoziale Resilienz

Activism comes in many shapes and forms. In our Grätzl, we are looking for soft 
transitions, in order to promote creative participation: In what way can political 
actionsim go beyond its mainstream form? Which actions lead to desirable 
outcomes, regardless whether or not our demands are picked up by politics and 
the media? What can we do in our everyday lives in order to make a significant 
difference for individuals, groups and the ecosystem as a whole?  What is the 
spectrum of possibilities within and ‘without’ the system? The diverse selection 
of workshops includes topics like money-free living, civil disobedience, improv 
dancing and permaculture.

Klimagerechtigkeit

This Grätzl is all about climate justice and changing 
the system. Here, ecological questions are being tied 
to issues of social justice. We are looking at the current 
climate crisis through the lens of its political, econo-
mical, and socio-cultural context. System Change, not 
Climate Change! positions itself in the international movement for climate justice, 
and was responsible for establishing the concept of Climate Camps in Austria. 
In our Grätzl, we want to create a space for debates around current questions of 
environmental policy-making and the underlying structural causes of the climate 
crisis. Additionally, there will be plenty of room to get to know System Change, not 
Climate Change! as a political organization, and to learn how to get involved in the 
movement.

HOSTED BY SYSTEM CHANGE 

NOT CLIMATE CHANGE!

D*

D*
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Evolutionary Movement is a meditation in fl owing move-
ments based on Evolutionary Medicine, Yoga, Ballet, Tai Ji 
and other martial and healing arts. Through the movements 
of the Evolutionary Movement one enters the meditative 
state of Wu-Shen, which frees the heart and mind from 
emotional imbalances, releases tensions in the body and 
activates the self-healing powers.

EVOLUTIONARY
MOVEMENT
A meditation in fl owing movements

CONTACT IMPRO
Impro-dance! as a tool for inner & social resilience

(Contact) improvisation dance is also possible for people 
who can't dance. Alone and with others, it makes fun and 
fi t, but also challenges: without choreography, but with 
varied instructions to work with attention and our body, we 
fi nd ourselves sooner or later in situations we know from 
our life. Exercises that base on each other alternate with 
refl ection/communication from our own experiences - in 
small groups as well as our entire group of participants, and 
partly alone.

10–30
1 h
Audre Lorde

Christian Reiner

We discuss possibilities for the necessary ecological trans-
formation of our economic system and how realistic these 
options are.

CAN GREEN CAPITALISM 
EXIST?
Green economy exist with continuous economic 
growth? Is capitalism without growth even possible? 
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unlimited

SC-Grätzl

Grätzl-Workshop

Many of the formerly active people of SCnCC and people 
who have been part of SCnCC for a long time now will meet 
to refl ect on passed times, exchange stories or even gain 
new motivation.

SYSTEM CHANGE, NOT 
CLIMATE CHANGE –
Alumni-meeting

For further informations see workshop below.

BUILDING PALLET 
FURNITURE II
We collectively build furniture from wooden palettes 
for the Climate Camp. 

Workshop

Workshop

DE/EN

DE/EN

unlimited

unlimited

open end

open end

Workspace tent

Workspace tent

The material and tools necessary are at place and we can 
decide together which kind of furniture we want to cons-
truct. Then we can start immediately and support each ot-
her in the construction. In the end, we hopefully have plenty 
of nice sitting arrangements for our camp and inspiration 
how to do it ourselves. 

Sophia, Joe and Simon

Sophia, Joe and Simon

BUILDING PALLET 
FURNITURE I
We collectively build furniture from wooden palettes 
for the Climate Camp. 

Cristof Jellinek

Grätzl-Workshop
DE/EN
5–50

Öko-soziale 
Resilienz Grätzl
2 h

Z.E.L.T.

DE/EN
5–50
< 4 h

Workshop

Su
26.5

Lucas Pawlik
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Maria Mies
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Workshop Workshop
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Workshop

Ni una menos

2 h
15
SP/DE

This workshop is a call to learn and share the knowledge of 
our ancestors embroidering "tenangos". This is an art made 
in community that not only tells from embroidered symbols 
or drawings, but also fosters an interweaving of voices 
through the exchange of our experiences.

TALLER DE ARTIVISMO: 
BORDANDO NUESTRA 
MENSTRUACIÓN 
Artivism-Workshop: Embroidering our menstruation

Combining theory and practice, this workshop offers an in-
sight into one of the basic principles of Extinction Rebellion: 
"We need a regenerative culture." 
We feel our unity, accept ourselves with our love, our sad-
ness and our despair, because all our feelings belong to us 
and fl ow into our collective action.

REGENERATION CULTURE
Radical and sustainable Regeneration Culture - 
Theory and practice

Brigitte Kratzwald

The causes of fl ight are manifold. Among them, climate 
change plays a crucial role and will further gain importance 
in the coming years. In this workshop we want to unders-
tand the interrelations by means of some examples and 
think about how synergies can arise from the struggles of 
different movements.

FLEEING FROM THE 
CLIMATE
The best method to fi ght the causes of fl ight, not 
refugees? The right climate policy!

EN

Kimberlé Crenshaw 

5–20
2 h

We explore playfully to what extent we have internalized 
the paradigm of (infi nite) economic growth and how it 
shapes our thinking, feeling, acting and our values. We 
would like to become aware of these unconscious thought 
structures and experience in which (faith) sentences and 
situations as well as inner and interpersonal confl icts they 
have an effect. At the same time, together we look for pos-
sibilities of an everyday resistance practice in ourselves and 
in our extern impact. Please put on comfortable clothes.

EN/DE
5–16
3 h
Demet Demir

Erica and Sophie

Anne Kaffeekanne

We develop solutions for alternatives to the car-based trans-
port system and completely rethink mobility.

5–20

Audre Lorde

Soziogratiegruppe Wien

Extinction Rebellion

A strong fi lm about children's parliaments in India that 
can achieve wonderful things in a sociocratic way. It tells 
from the children's perspective about their challenges and 
actions in a society in which children are expected to follow 
the example of adults. However, these children take a new 
path - with determination, courage and creativity. 
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POWER TO THE 
CHILDREN:
fi lm & discussion

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Ökoresi-Grätzl
2 h

TAKES PLACE AT 18:00

MOBILITY TRANSITION 
NOW! 
Getting off the fast lane and onto new paths for 
the mobility of the future

GROWTH IN MIND"
Theatre workshop 

„

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Ökoresi-Grätzl
2 h
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Nin Langer/ queerconnexion/Noel

Maria Mies

DE
< 20
3 h

Workshop
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QUEERCONNEXION
Half of the seabed is inter or changes gender; Ftm, 
mtf, not binary, everything is real!   
(Sookee - Queere Tiere)
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Workshop

By examples of past and current environmental fights 
(among others, Hambacher forest, ZAD(s)), we want to deal 
with the area of tension between self-organized fights and 
the (attempted) adsorption of big organizations and political 
parties.

rostige Antenne

OUR FIGHTS REMAIN  
OUR FIGHTS! 
Diversity of Tactics in the tense atmosphere between 
NGOs and self-organization

EN/DE
5–15
1,5 h
Kimberlé Crenshaw 

Roman

FLIGHT AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Über Verantwortung und die Liebe zum Menschen

The queerconnexion sees itself as an association for information, 
education and anti-discrimination. In our workshops, our team 
deals with manifold gender and sexual lifestyles. At the Climate 
Camp, we would like to use a variety of methods, input and 
discussions to stimulate reflection. We will also ask the question 
what being queer/queer activism has to do with climate (justice).

In this workshop you will learn the basics of audio recording 
and radio programming. Do it yourself: After an input and 
finding a topic together, you will be get recording equip-
ment and search for stories at the camp. There are (almost) 
no limits to your creativity! The results will then be broad-
casted on the free Radio ORANGE 94.0. The workshop will 
take place in German or English, but contributions can be 
made in any language. No previous knowledge required.DE/EN

2–12
2,5–3 h

Workshop

Marielle Franco/ 
outside

Jaqueline from Radio ORANGE 94.1

RADIO WORKSHOP
Do it yourself – We report on our camp

We think together about different forms of agriculture, ab-
out how food is processed, packed, transported, consumed 
etc. and where we the people can exert influence on the 
avoidance of litter and food wastage. Moreover, there will 
be given proposals for the storage and preservation of food 
and a "waste-free on the road kit", which can always be with 
you. Ideas and experiences of all participants are always 
welcome!Workshop

Workshop

15
EN

1–4 h
Demet Demir

Katherina Mergl

EN
2–12
2 h
Audre Lorde

Feeling overwhelmed, stressed, burned out or disempowe-
red by the state of our world? Want to make a positive diffe-
rence but not sure how or how to create lasting impact? Or 
simply want to feel more empowered and fully alive?
We will create a taster and experiential introduction to a 
deep ecology and ecopsychology program through this 
practical and experiential workshop.

Peter Gringingeraf
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JOYALITY
Empowering Radical Activists and Conscious 
Change Makers

Mo
27.5

Mo
27.5

EATING GARBAGE
Food from the beginning to the end to the beginning

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

SC-Grätzl
2 h

D*
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Schreibwerkstatt Imperiale Lebensweise, Kollektiv Periskop

WORK VS. ENVIRONMENT?“
Panel discussion

How is a just transition towards a climate-just society 
and economy possible without shifting all the burden on 
wage-laborers?

Panel discussion with:
Johannes Schwarcz-Breuer (Worker Council of Austrian 
Airlines), Mira Kapfi nger (Environmental Activist from "Sys-
tem Change, not Climate Change!“), 
Fritz Hinterberger (Economist, Founding president of the 
Sustainable European Research Insitute (SERI));
A representative from politics

Event-Tent

DE
unlimited
2 h

Panel discussion

25

STATE, VIOLENCE 
& MILITANCY
A workshop within the framework of the “anti-capitalism” 
workshop series of the AG Antworten.

This evening, there will be space in our Grätzl to exchange 
and discuss ideas about the role of the state and discover 
the power systems created by structures of the state. On 
this topic, an input lecture will be held, followed by a joint 
discussion with the participants.

DE/EN
5–20
1–2 h
Attac Tent

The taster workshop offers you an insight into our protest 
forms, with which we carry our concerns to the streets with 
loud drum rhythms or dances. During the workshop you 
will immerse yourself with us in our world of "tunes" and 
rhythms, as well as our dances, which are practiced univer-
sally: in the transnational network Rhythms of Resistance in 
many cities in Europe and beyond. 

RoR Vienna

RYTHMS OF RESISTANCE
Dance and drums

DE
Workshop

Meeting point 
Info-Tent

4 h
In this workshop, we will deal with forming alliances and 
social justice in all our differences and unity.

Elisabeth Magdlener, Sara Ablinger, Phi* Schneeweiß

THE FUTURE IS 
ACCESSIBLE?”

How are climate justice and solidarity related to disabled 
people and diverse bodies?

In this workshop, we will discuss our understanding of the 
thought/slogan "think globally - act locally" and give exam-
ples of the projects in and levels on which we implement 
these guiding principles in our actions and activities. We also 
deal with the fi ve keywords "regional, solidarity, plant, ecologi-
cal and self-responsible".

Julia von Hut

AG Antworten (SC)

LIVING WITHOUT MONEY 
- DEMONETIZE
Thoughts about and steps towards living in a 
money-free societyaf
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27.5

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Ökoresi-Grätzl
3 h

FSK 18 YEARS
„

„

Susanne Lobl ART THERAPY
In this workshop, participants will paint pictures.Z.E.L.T.

DE
< 12
2 h

Workshop

Mo
27.5

Grätzl-Workshop
DE

SC-Grätzl
3 h

TAKES PLACE AT 19:00
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In the fi rst part of the workshop, we will present the princip-
le of sociocraty, and afterwards you will have the opportu-
nity to try your hands on the method. There wil be plenty of 
room for questions and debate in both parts.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF SO-
CIOCRACY TOWARDS A 
TRANSFORMATION OF 
SOCIETY

What the campaign  “By 2020 we rise up” means and can 
offer for a worth livable future. It takes a lot of us – and 
you – to shape this mobilization! Their fourth meeting 
takes place at our climate camp - you are warmly invited 
to participate! This workshops offers time and space for 
trainers to meet and exchange experiences. It provides the 
opportunity for giving feedback on the last weeks/months 
and strategizing on their role in an escalation framework. 

BY 2020 WE WILL RISE UP
For climate campaigners to exchange experiences.

We will focus on issues like critique of authority, critical whi-
teness, critique of racism and gender specifi c challenges. 
Furthermore, we will contemplate how to promote a form 
of political actionist praxis that is as diverse as possible, and 
how to achieve a heterogenous social movement. 

Kimberlé Crenshaw 

Verena Scharf

BLEEDING-HEART 
REVISITED! 
A workshop on criticism of rasicm and privilige 
for self-refl ective activism!

„Be the change you want to see in the world. “ (Gandhi) 
System change is initiated by a few individuals. In order to 
succeed in the long term, however, a larger portion of the 
population has to carry the transformation. How can we 
modify our mindset in such a way, that it leads to more justice, 
solidarity and responsibility for our society and nature? The 
success of an external change depends on an internal trans-
formation of the people. 

12–20

Audre Lorde

Bernhard Seiwald, 
Gerlinde Schmidt

HUMAN CHANGE FOR 
SYSTEM CHANGE 
practical philosophy

EN
6–20

Demet Demir
The workshop focuses on strategies for a transformation 
towards a degrowth society from an actor‘s perspective.
Therefore, the workshop aims to develop strategies that 
can be applied to a specifi c context and the practical expe-
riences of the participants. 

STRATEGIES FOR A 
DEGROWTH 
TRANSFORMATION

In this mini-workshop, we will be dealing with questions 
surrounding the different processes that typically develop 
in groups. Examples include: ‘What are typical phases that 
groups go through, and how can I identify them?’, ‘Which roles 
and positions exist in groups, and what difference do they 
make?’, ‘Which typical dynamics develop in groups, and what 
do I need to do in advance to prepare for those dynamics?’ 

5–14
EN/(DE)

Marielle Franco

Florian Reiter

GROUP DYNAMICS
How can we enhance the cooperation between 
activists?

Tu
28.5

Max Hollweg 

Tu
28.5

sottolombra

Grätzl-Workshop
EN

SC-Grätzl
3 h

Soziogratiegruppe Wien

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Ökoresi-Grätzl
3 h
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In this workshop, we aim to critically refl ect on the domi-
nant images of “masculinity” and investigate their effects 
on our relationships. While we will pair our debates with 
small doses of feminist theory, we will mostly focus on our 
personal gender-biography. Building on this, we will try to 
develop a conversation on the question, how we can integ-
rate solidarity and care into our relationships with partners, 
friends and everybody else.

Simon

Kimberlé Crenshaw 

MASCULINITY, LOVE 
AND SEXUALITY

DE/EN
9–24
3–5 h
Audre Lorde

In our workshop we want to make use of the Pea-
ce-War-Peace method which we experienced at the CISV 
Camps. On the one hand, this method aims to emphasize 
the relevance of peace for our society, and on the other 
hand it helps us comprehend the effects of war on a visce-
ral and emotional level. 

Manu and Sophie from STUGERU

PEACE AND 
ENVIRONMENTALISM
Peace-War-Peace, a methode from CISV Camps

In this workshop we will look at and discuss three different 
texts criticizing power and authority in the context of 
climate change. 

DE

3 h
Marielle Franco

15
1–4 h
Demet Demir

acafe

POWER AND 
POWERLESSNESS 
Inputs and open debates

We will begin our “trash-course” by introducing the concepts 
and termini buzzing around us. Then we will inspect our 
own ecological footprints, and what each person can do 
individually – ranging from shopping to diet, washing, living to 
mobility and traveling – in order to reduce the waste of 
resources. Lastly we will exchange practical tips and experien-
ces form our own lives.

Katherina Mergl

ZERO WASTE „TRASHCOURSE“
Zero-Waste and conservation of natural resources 
in every day life
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How can we delve deeper into the depths of our own 
perceptions through language and interaction? How can we 
experience our environment without language? And how does 
the presence of others infl uence our conception? Circling is all 
about investigating our own inner workings, our relationships 
to others and the space between us. We will explore these 
themes through heedful collective meditation.

Z.E.L.T.

DE/EN
20
2 h

Workshop

Lukas Trotzmüller CIRCELING. MEDITATION 
IN CONNECTION.
We will create a space that is open to all people 
and their inner workings and thoughts

This workshop aims to provide insight into the debate around critique 
of labour/post-work, which opens up a new perspective for socio-ecolo-
gical transformations. After a short introduction, we want to debate the 
following issues: what problems arise when broadening the term “la-
bour”, like some parts of the feminist movement traditionally demand? 
What about organisation of labour and autonomy/democracy, meaning 
and meaninglessness of labour and the productivism in our heads?

< 25

Postwork Vienna

NO JOBS ON A DEAD PLANET
Post-work as the solution to the confl ict between work and 
evironment?
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Maxie from the KC-Team

On the basis of an environmental psychological model, we 
impart knowledge in order to better understand people and 
thus make campaigns and actions for environmental protec-
tion more effective

Kimberlé Crenshaw 

DE
4-20 (>20)
2,5–3 h

Workshop

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Starting points and barriers for environmentally 
protective action

„And my soul spread
Her wings out wide,
Flew across the silent land,
As though fl ying home." (J.v.Eichendorff)

Walk around the 
camp

DE/EN
5–12
open end

Workshop

Alexander Kühn N.ACHTSAM 
Experiencing the night deep-ecologically

Der Workshop erklärt, was hinter dem Konzept von 
„CO2-Neutralität“ steckt, und streift Themen wie Finanziali-
sierung der Natur, Land Grabbing im Namen des Klima-
schutzes, und Greenwashing-Strategien der Luftfahrt. 
Er wird gehalten von zwei Vertreter*innen des globalen Stay 
Grounded Netzwerks.

30
2–3 h
Nyeleni Zelt

Mira Kapfi nger & Magdalena Heuwieser

DIE ILLUSION VON 
CO2-NEUTRALITÄT UND 
GRÜNEM FLIEGEN 

In this workshop, we want to emphasize the root causes of 
the multi-facetted crisis we are facing today, and to investiga-
te the potential for transformation.

Ulrich Brand and others

SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL 
TRANSFORMATION
Why and How?

Grätzl-Workshop
DE

SC-Grätzl
3 h
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Tu
28.5

We wil share our experience from exciting actions and festivi-
tes in the name of social transition.

Julia von Hut

CONSTRUCTIVE AND 
SUSTAINABLE ACTIVISM

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Ökoresi-Grätzl
3 h

TAKES PLACE AT 22:00
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3 h

Workshop

Anne Kaffeekanne

We develop solutions for alternatives to the car-based trans-
port system and completely rethink mobility.5–20

Audre Lorde

MOBILITY TRANSITION 
NOW! 
Getting off the fast lane and onto new paths for 
the mobility of the future

D*
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Workshop

We will discuss in this workshop, how causes are  
interwoven and which voices for systemic change (resp. 
degrowth) are expressed in the debate.

CLIMATE JUSTICE ABC
What is climate justice and what part does  
degrowth play in it?

Together they give a colourful overview at the beginning 
and then, depending on the interest of the participants, of-
fer possibilities for deeper insights and opportunity to work 
on their own cases or designs in small groups, which stay in 
contact during the workshop and present results in order to 
weave the dialogues lively and excitingly.

PERMACULTURE
… is as diverse as its possible applications

EN
3–50
all-day
Audre Lorde

How can we make the potential of religious communities 
and spiritual currents fruitful for the climate justice move-
ment?

Interfaith Climate Action Initiative

INTERRELIGIOUS  
NETWORKING AND 
STRATEGY WORKSHOP

Marielle Franco
We will examine the background in more detail, present 
possible courses of action and develop our own ideas on 
how to improve the supply chain. No prior knowledge is 
necessary, only an interest in the topic and a desire for 
change.

Matthias Haberl

YOUR MOBILE PHONE, 
CLIMATE JUSTICE AND 
HUMAN RIGHTS

We
29.5

ALL-DAY
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After an overview of the history of the movement for food 
sovereignty, we present our core topics. We will work 
on some of them in more detail and present exemplary 
projects that encourage participation. Learn how you can 
be part of the change towards a "good food for all", both 
by the management of your consumption behaviour and 
commitment in organisations.

CRASH COURSE FOOD  
SOVEREIGNTY
How to get active?
Agnes Neubauer, Isabelle Schützenberger

System Change Activists

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Nyéléni Grätzl
3 h

Franziska Haller, Julia von Hut, Vanessa 
Rainer, Cristof Jellinek, Thomas Moritz

Grätzl-Workshop

Grätzl-Workshop

DE

DE
30

SC-Grätzl

Ökoresi-Grätzl

3 h

3 h

Interfaith
Climate
Action

Workshop
EN/DE
5–15
1,5 h
Kimberlé Crenshaw 

Roman

FLIGHT AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Über Verantwortung und die Liebe zum Menschen

D*
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unlimited
DE/EN/FR

In this workshop I will tell you about the history of, and the 
rationale behind, Esperanto, and some things you should 
know about other world languages. You will get honest 
answers to all pertinent questions. There will not be room 
for simultaneous interpretation, but I will do this same work-
shop in German, and you can talk to me in French.
I'm a Dutch guy of indonesian descent.

Ronaldo

ESPERANTO
Alternative universal language
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Workshop AG

OPEN SPACE
A collectively self-organised space on the camp to learn 
from and with each other, to share questions, ideas and 
visions and move them forward.

Open Space is more than just an empty slot in our program. 
Based on the simple and powerful principles of the Open 
Space method we create the opportunity to make your own 
program. With all the diversity of personalities, experien-
ces and skills on our camp, we want to create a space for 
spontaneity, creativity and conversations with coffee break 
character. So we will let happen what happens, will barely 
set limits and you decide how you want to spent your time 
and which topic you want to see discussed as a space. From 
Sunday onwards you can submit your subjects, questions 
and ideas in our permanent *Space Station*.

outdoor, in free 
tents

DE/EN
unlimited
3 h

Open Space

Workshop Self-confidence – self-assertion – self-defence

2 h
5–25
DE/EN

Z.E.L.T.

David SELF-RELIANCE AND  
MOVEMENT
Show some backbone against inequality and ex-
ploitation. Be courageous.

We
29.5

In the workshop we will deal with corporate power and the 
emergence of corporate special action rights. We will exa-
mine the structure of the investor-state dispute settlement 
proceedings (ISDS), look closer at the implications of these 
proceedings and discuss their problems. Based on concrete 
cases, participants can gain an insight into the functioning of 
ISDS and learn how to effectively argue against ISDS.

For new interested people, this is a wonderful opportunity 
to get to know the activities and activists of Südwind. As a 
development non-governmental organisation, Südwind has 
been working for sustainable global development, human 
rights and fair working conditions worldwide for 40 years.

Rights for people, rules for corporations – Stop ISDS
Südwind

RIGHTS FOR PEOPLE, RU-
LES FOR CORPORATIONS 
Stop ISDS

SÜDWIND ACTIVISM  
MEETING

Grätzl-Workshop Grätzl-Workshop
DE DE
4–25 unlimited

Attac Tent Attac Tent
3 h 3 h

We
29.5

POSTPONED TO MONDAY 10:00

Workshop
EN
3–50
all-day
Audre Lorde

How can we make the potential of religious communities 
and spiritual currents fruitful for the climate justice move-
ment?

Interfaith Climate Action Initiative

INTERRELIGIOUS  
NETWORKING AND 
STRATEGY WORKSHOP

ALL-DAY

Interfaith
Climate
Action
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unlimited
1–2 h

Martha

What's behind those terms? What is this, my gender identi-
ty? And how do I respectfully treat people who decided for 
a life beyond their roles assigned at birth? Martha from the 
association TransX will give a short introduction.

GENDER IDENTITY - WHAT'S 
THAT? 
Trans*? Queer? Non-Binär?

With simple speeches without much-ado, Greta Thunberg 
makes herself heard. What can we learn from her? From her 
appearance, her language, her images and frames? 
Authentic framing makes it easier to gain support. So let's 
start together and close the gap between our aspirations 
and results!

2–3 h
1–100

Eventzelt

Axel Grunt

LEARNING FROM GRETA“
How does a 16-year-old Swede move the world?

The good life for all starts in groups: We explore confl ict 
cultures, needs-communication and conscious encounter, 
consensus and boundaries.

2–15

Marielle Franco

Marlene Edlmayr & Kathi Hagenhofer

JUST DO WHAT 
YOU WANT! 
Mindful teamculture for sustainable cooperation

Some inputs and discussion aims to provide an overview of 
basic knowledge and up to date scientifi c evidence. This is 
important to contextualize information in on-going public 
debates and to be well prepared for conversaiton with 
climate change deniers. EN/(DE)

unlimited
1,5 h
Audre Lorde

Rainer Kaltenberger

EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS 
IN TIMES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Basic knowledge on weather and weather extremes under 
climate change.

At the heart of this workshop we will watch the 34 minutes long 
fi lm "Soja - der Fleisch gewordene Wahnsinn" (engl. Soy - Incar-
nation of Madness) by Thomas Bauer. The workshops draws 
connections between the situation in South America and  Austria 
and stimulates refl ection on our current economic system. 

SOY - INCARNATION OF 
MADNESS 
Film and discussion on the negative impacts of the soy-
boom for humans and nature in Latin America. 

From the joys of troublemaking and how to free neighbors 
from the clutches of capitalism.
Aim of the workshop: Encouragement, inspiration and a 
tangible list of actions we as individuals can take.

Susanne Nückel

Markus Meister (Welthaus Graz)

CULTURAL DISOBEDIENCE
fi rst lesson: say something!

Grätzl-Workshop
DE/(EN)
8–30

Ökoresi-Grätzl
3 h
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Workshop

Jin Shin Jyutsu is an art of healing that is thousands of years 
old, rediscovered and written down by the Japanese master 
Jiro Murai.

Z.E.L.T-

DE/EN/FR
< 20
3 h

Workshop

Susanne Bohdal JIN SHIN JYUTSU 
self-help workshop

With theoretical and practical introductions to camera, basic 
interview and moderation techniques and a short dive into 
legal media basics the participants aquire the foundational 
skills of video production. We will produce short and brief 
video clips on the Camp to give people space to share their 
message of a "better vision". The clips will be finalised and 
uploaded on dorftv.

DE

3 h
Demet Demir

Reinhard Zach (dorftv)

VIDEOPRODUCTION  
BETTER VISION“ I
A theoretical and practical introduction to the 
basics of video production

DE
Workshop

Workshop

1,5 h
Kimberlé Crenshaw

In Rojava, in the Kurdish-influenced north of Syria, a new 
community is being created in the midst of the war over the 
reorganization of the Middle East. In addition to women's 
liberation and the establishment of radical-democratic 
councils, this community also wants to address the ecolo-
gical problems in the region. Despite embargos and attacks 
by the Turkish army. This ecological movement is further-
more supported by internationalists who have started the 
campaign Make Rojava Green Again to contribute to the 
reforestation in the region. Together, we want to discuss the 
relation between imperialism, war and the destruction of 
nature and how we can unite different social and ecological 
movements in order to fight for a better world together.

Anselm Schindler, Make Rojava Green again

ENVIRONMENTAL DE-
STRUCTION AND ECOLOGY 
IN KURDISTAN

2 h
25
DE/(EN)

tba

Bastelwerkstatt für kleine und große Leute um gemeinsam  
verrottbare Dinge herzustellen für den DanceAbility Straßen- 
Umzug am Nachmittag.

Cosima Baum BASTELN MIT  
DANCEABILITY

Th
30.5
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Lobau expert Jutta Matysek gives an update on the 
situation of the planned highway tunnel construction, and 
we collectively think about how to shape our resistance 
against it. 

LOBAU HIGHWAY.  
WHAT CAN WE DO? 
Information & discussion

Jutta Matysek

Grätzl-Workshop
DE

SC-Grätzl
3 h

„

Suspiciously simple and plausibly beneficial, however tricky and 
complex: to process woddy excess bio mass into biochar in order 
to take sustainable steps, both locally and globally. We will deal 
with the basic connections and a responsible application of its 
possibilities. More energy autarky by oven-contruction and use of 
gardening/farming waste, supporting micro-life, optimizing com-
post, gaining fertile soil and alongside withdraw carbon from the 
athmospheric CO2-Cycle. Finally, we will introduce the KohleKtiv 
and possible action-oriented, technical our permacultural appli-
cations of the biochar topic and afterwards have time to network, 
share ideas and know-how and create plans for further activities. 

BIOCHAR?! 
Soil fertility, minus-CO2 and charcoal 
producing (!) energy sources

Cristof Jellinek

Grätzl-Workshop
DE/(EN)
6–50

Ökoresi-Grätzl
3 h

Th
30.5
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On this camp we want to deal with different approaches 
and perspectives on climate change and climate justice: 
How do I feel about all of this? What can a collective pro-
cess that is succesful and accesible look like? What is this 
all about and how is everything connected? Focusing on 
the "I" and the "We" we create a space for open exchange 
about our challenges and spaces for action. For more Infor-
mation visit www.rci.at.

Maria Mies

DE

3 h

Workshop

Andrea Udl,
Kathi Hagenhofer

ME, US, THE CLIMATE 
AND THE WORLD –
TZI-Café goes Klimacamp

3–15
1,5 h
Marielle Franco

Exchange of experiences among mothers and fathers of 
activists to share worries and concerns, to fi nd ways to deal 
with emotionally stuck situations with activist kids, and learn 
to see the positive of our childrens' engagement. 

Brigitte

HELP! MY KID IS (NOT) 
A FEARLESS ACTIVIST -
How do I deal with that? 

The artivist network is on a climate camp tour, seeking 
people to join them on this ride of actions where we can 
discuss how creativity can be part of the direct action scene 
in the pit or in an urban surrounding. We will have better 
quality jumpsuits available and you are invited to come and 
make them look cool/serious/fun. Maybe we can think of 
an action coreography aswell? huh?

EN
5–35
2,5 h

Workshop

Workspace tent/ 
outside

Daniel Floxx

CREATIVE ACTIVISM & 
JUMPSUIT DESIGN PART I

5–20
3 h
Demet Demir

We continue the morning workshop and integrated in that 
a new live-broadcasting team will be trained to carry out 
live-broadcast of the Day of Action for climate justice on 
31st with our equipment!

Reinhard Zach and Stefan Fuchs (dorftv)

VIDEOPRODUCTION 
BETTER VISION“  II
& reuse, reshape, reformulate – message on air workshop 

The public image of women in agriculture is based on tradi-
tion, patriarchy and politics, and mostly doesn't refl ect reality. 
Each and everyone of us also has certain images of the fe-
male farmer in mind. Women in the female working group of 
ÖBV-Via Campesina are claiming to fi nd and create their own 
images of female farmers and demand a feminist agriculture 
instead of "free" trade and climate change. 

Maria Vogt (organic farmer), Franziska Schrolmberger

WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE 
+ Farm tour 

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Nyéléni Grätzl
3 h

Th
30.5
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Workshop
EN
2–12
2 h
Audre Lorde

Feeling overwhelmed, stressed, burned out or disempowe-
red by the state of our world? Want to make a positive diffe-
rence but not sure how or how to create lasting impact? Or 
simply want to feel more empowered and fully alive?
We will create a taster and experiential introduction to a 
deep ecology and ecopsychology program through this 
practical and experiential workshop.

Peter Gringinger

JOYALITY
Empowering Radical Activists and Conscious 
Change Makers

Th
30.5
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People come together regularly to sit in silence for 
one hour and share their impressions in another 
following hour. Without teacher, Guru, instructions, 
musts or intentions. The group carries and moves it. 

Z.E.L.T.

DE/EN
unlimited
2 h

Workshop

Jakob Feldbauer

Heat or eat! - under this slogan a broad discussion on energy 
poverty emerged in the UK. Here in Austria, this topic was 
so far barely touched upon. What is this new phenomon and 
who is affected by it? Which measures can be implemented 
against energy poverty? Which potential do they have, are 
they productive or do we have to tackle this more system-cri-
tical level? We offer an introductory workshop on energy 
poverty and energy democracy. 

Joshy Schwarz

HEAT OR EAT!?
From energy poverty to energy democracy

Workshop

2,5 h
25
DE/(EN)

tba Craft workshop, introduction and explanation, improvisation, 
warmup, exercises, sharing, closing circle, street parade! 
DanceAbility is a unique opportunity to dance, open for everyo-
ne - for experencied and less experienced dancers, for people 
with or without disabilities. 
The aim of the workshop is that people can develop their own 
body language and follow their own interests and needs. 

Vera Rosner, 
Christa Sarcletti, 
Franz Sramek, 
Cosima Baum

DANCEABILITY AND 
STREETPARADE
Dance and Movement Improvisation for everyone
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30.5

In this workshop we'll deal with the following questions: Which 
basic conditions can we as individuals infl uence? What kind 
of political culture can we develop in our activist relations? 
Which societal limits do we reach? Which models for political 
change can encourage us?

SUSTAINABLE ACTIVISM
A workshop to avoid overworking and to be 
politically effective with courage and joy.

Rainer

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
<30

Attac Tent
3 h

Grätzl-Workshop
DE

SC-Grätzl
3 h

In this workshop we will learn about: the basics about the 
rights of harvest workers, typical statutory violations and 
working conditions, what the Sezonieri campaign did for the 
rights of harvest workers. And we will collectively think about 
ways of getting active!

Cordula Fötsch, Traudi Kotek

WORKERS STRUGGLE IN 
STRAWBERRY COUNTRY
On working conditions for harvest workers in Aust-
ria, and what we can do about it

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Nyéléni Grätzl
3 h

You refuse using smartphones? You avoid the digital sphe-
re out of fear to reveal too much about yourself? You don't 
dare to discuss important things on the phone? Facebook, 
Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Apple etc. earn too much by 
using your data? Compile yourself a threat model under our 
guidance using fi ve questions.

HELP, 
I'M BEING SURVEILLED! 
Protect your data, take over responsibility.

Noah (der)

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Ökoresi-Grätzl
3 h

Th
30.5
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People come together regularly to sit in silence for 
one hour and share their impressions in another 
following hour. Without teacher, Guru, instructions, 
musts or intentions. The group carries and moves it. 

You refuse using smartphones? You avoid the digital sphe-
re out of fear to reveal too much about yourself? You don't 
dare to discuss important things on the phone? Facebook, 
Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Apple etc. earn too much by 
using your data? Compile yourself a threat model under our 
guidance using fi ve questions.

Protect your data, take over responsibility.

Noah (der)

Grätzl-WorkshopGrätzl-Workshop

Ökoresi-Grätzl
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3 h
Marielle Franco

Workshop

This lecture will extensively cover the connection between 
animal production and climate change. Furthermore we will 
try to place animal production in a sociopolitical context. 

Karl-Caspar von Animal Climate Action

CLIMATE AND ANIMAL  
PRODUCTION

< 25
3 h
Audre Lorde

In this workshop, you will have the opportunity to experience 
methods and games used in autopoietic theatre and the 
Theatre of the Oppressed. We will set out to investigate social 
challenges and examine dreams and visions for a livable 
future. What does the Good Life mean to you? There are no 
mistakes and swimming against the stream is encouraged!

Miriam Bahn & Vicki Matejka

WHAT WORLD DO YOU 
WANT TO LIVE IN
a theatre workshop on actinGreen

Workshop AG

OPEN SPACE
A collectively self-organised space on the camp to learn 
from and with each other, to share questions, ideas and 
visions and move them forward.

Eventtent/ free tents

DE/EN
everyone
3 h

Open Space

FOR FURTHER INFORMATIONS

SEE PAGE 34

Die Baugruppe Bikes and Rails errichtet in Wien ein Passivhaus 
in Holzriegelbauweise, das nur sich selbst gehört. Die Basis bil-
det das Rechts- und Finanzierungsmodell des habiTAT, einem 
Netzwerk selbstorganisierter und solidarischer Hausprojekte in 
Österreich. Statt Profite gibt es bezahlbare Mieten und Freiraum 
fürs Leben. Ökologisch - Solidarisch - Unverkäuflich!

Bikes and Rails

SELBSTBESTIMMT UND  
NACHHALTIG BEI LEISTBAREN 
MIETEN STATT PROFITEN.

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Ökoresi-Grätzl
3 h

Impact of the Common Agricultural Policy on farming and 
food production. What means of influencing policy towards a 
democratization are there?

THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL 
POLICY OF THE EU 
and the food we consume
Jutta Matysek

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Nyéléni Grätz
3 h
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System Change not Climate Change

TRANSFORMING  
MOBILITY“
Panel discussion

The panelists will discuss the question what steps are 
necessery to achieve the vision of a car-free society from 
different perspectives.

Eventtent

DE
as much as possible
2 h

Panel discussion

„

Sa
01.6
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Maria Mies

DE

3 h

3 h

Workshop

Workshop

Workshop
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On refl ecting about "disabilites", learning from the "disability 
movement" and internalizing of "inclusiveness", in order to 
combat ableism in our everyday lives

Miša Krenčeyová; www.fangfrage.at

DISABLING ABLEISM? 
Concepts for "inclusive" praxis

< 40
DE/PT

Kimberlé Crenshaw 

In this workshop, we will explore the current environmental, 
farming and mining policies of Brazil, share the resistance 
of the indigenous population and investigate what we can 
do to save the rainforest and its inhabitants.

Silvia Jura (Ö), Célia Mara (BR)

519 YEARS OF RESISTENCE 
Brazil's indigenous population is fi ghting for mother earth

DE/EN
10–30
2 h
Demet Demir

The main question in our workshop “How to Ecognize” is: 
How can young people encourage other young people 
to get into sustainability? How can they be motivated to 
stand up for the Sustainable Development Goals and the 
transformation of our society? The aim of our workshop is 
to provide basic insights into the conception of educational 
workshops (pertaining to sustainability) in schools.

Team von Ecognize – Global Goals from Students for Students

HOW TO ECOGNIZE
Tips for workshops with young people on the 
SDGs 

In this workshop, we will guide participants through 
a thought experiment: Climate change will cause the 
extinction of the human race by the end of this century. 
During this deep depression, we will think about the 4 Rs: 
Resilience, Relinquishment, Restauration and Reconciliation. 
Together we will set out to develop guidelines enabling us 
to take the consequences of a climate catastrophe as they 
come, indifferently and calmly. 

DEEP TRANSFORMATION
A guideline through the climate catastrophe
Jürgen Hense

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
10

Ökoresi-Grätzl
2 h

In this workshop, we will discuss the current status of the 
3rd runway and give an insight into the work of the working 
group 3. Piste of SCnCC.

3RD RUNWAY AT VIENNA 
AIRPORT (3. PISTE) 
State of affairs and next steps

Mira Kapfi nger, 3. Piste AG

Grätzl-Workshop
DE

SC-Grätzl
3 h

The artivist network is on a climate camp tour, seeking 
people to join them on this ride of actions where we can 
discuss how creativity can be part of the direct action scene 
in the pit or in an urban surrounding. We will have better 
quality jumpsuits available and you are invited to come and 
make them look cool/serious/fun. Maybe we can think of 
an action coreography aswell? huh?

EN
5–35
2,5 h

Workshop

Workspace tent/ 
draußen

Daniel Floxx

CREATIVE ACTIVISM & 
JUMPSUIT DESIGN PART II
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DE

tba

Workshop

extern > Gasthaus 
S’Obersdorfer, 
Hauptstraße 56

Rainer Weisshaidinger (FiBLand and Institute of Social Ecolo-
gy, University for Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna; 
co-publisher of the book “Opportunities of Agriculture in alpine 
countries”) – Maria Vogt (Organic farmer, ÖBV-Via Campesina 
Austria ) - Thomas Waitz (Member of the European Parliament, 
Green Party, Committee for Agriculture) – Contributions from 
practitioners in diverse areas of agriculture 

ÖBV-Via Campesina Austria

KLIMA & 
LANDWIRTSCHAFT 
Chancen und neue Wege

The pop-up planetarium is a unique, immersive space, in which 
we can explore the universe in an entirely new way. We marvel 
at the stars and zoom in on planets and their moons, as though 
we were a rocket. We look at massive nebulae of dust and gas, 
discover stars exploding or stars being born, and we accompa-
ny majestic spiral galaxies at their dance through the universe. 
You will be guided through the interactive shows by a seasoned 
astronomer: the visitors decide where the journey is going.

DE/EN
ca 20

Workshop

30 min/Show
Z.E.L.T.

Ruth Grützbauch

PUBLIC SPACE
The Pop-Up Planetarium

Thousands of families living of small farms have been displaced 
for the benefi t of sugar cane plantations in Cambodia. Their land 
was stolen under massive military threat, their rice fi elds levelled 
by bulldozers and their local forests cleared. Particularly the EU 
Trade Initiative titled “Everything but Arms” has caused a run on 
the resources of the country among international investors. It 
enables duty-free sugar imports from Cambodia. 
We will research and document further connections of European 
stakeholders in the Cambodian sugar industry. In order to do this, 
we need your help – support us in this research! Our analysis is 
the foundation for lobbying and will help farmers raise awareness 
for their dramatic situation in order to receive support in the fi ght 
for their rights from Europe. 

Brigitte Reisenberger, FIAN Österreich

SUGAR TRAIL FROM 
CAMBODIA
Research Workshop

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
unlimited

Nyéléni Grätzl
3 h
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Simulation game on the transformation to 100 % renewable 
energy supply of a village

WE ARE FOUNDING AN 
ENERGY COLLECTIVE 
… and much more…

Michael Torner

Grätzl-Workshop
DE
3–30

Attac Tent
3 h

4 REPEATS: 15:00, 15:45, 16:30, 17:15

TAKES PLACE AT 19:30

Sa
01.6

Crisis means fear of the future and power means control of the 
future, as well as of alternatives. This is also evident in agricul-
ture and food. The goal of our workshop is to develop common 
strategies. The focus will be on increasing our spectrum of 
possible actions, both locally and transnationally. Everyone has 
to eat. Social movements fi ght for food sovereignty all over the 
world, this is our starting point for saving our future.

Food sovereignty means democratic co-determination - 
let's think together about the goals and strategies of the 
upcoming months!

FINDING OUR WAY 
OUT OF THE CRISIS
food policy as an alternative. 

NYÉLÉNI 
STRATEGY-PLENUM

Franziskus Forster, ÖBV-Via Campesina Austria

Agnes Neubauer, Carla Weinzirl, David Steinwender

Grätzl-Workshop

Grätzl-Workshop

DE

DE

unlimited

unlimited

Nyéléni Grätzl

Nyéléni Grätzl

3 h

3 h
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– Action program – – Action program –

Get to know Extinction Rebellion and find out how you can 
become part of the international rebellion! In the first part 
of our lecture you will learn more about the dangers that 
ecological crises pose to life on Earth. In the second part we 
will talk about a strategy to prevent the worst - non-violent 
civil disobedience. Learn more about the values, principles 
and demands XR represents and how you can participate.

Überlegen wir gemeinsam: wie kommen wir von einer 
Idee zu einer Aktion? Wie und wann sind unsere Aktionen 
sinnvoll? Was bedeutet Strategie?

Lock-ons in action – an interactive workshop on the structu-
re, area of application and legal status quo of lock-ons, as 
well as a debate on the challenges faced by activists using 
this technique.

Still looking for a reference group for the action day? In this 
space we will pose a couple of questions that help you to 
find other people that match with your interests and with 
whom you feel comfortable to take part in the action!

Action climbing allows us to do spectacular actions and ef-
fective blocades. Together we will learn about our material 
and basic climbing techniques.

In this workshop, we will watch the film "Everything's co-
ming together while everything's falling apart: Ende Gelän-
de" by Oliver Ressler together, and see further impressions 
from the past years. Afterwards we would like to discuss 
civil disobedience and answer questions about the action of 
Ende Gelände 2019 in the Rhineland.

UPRISING OR  
EXTINCTION
Get to know the international non-violent rebellion

LET‘S ORGANIZE! 
From idea to strategy

LOCK-ONS IN ACTION
an interactive workshop

REFERENCE GROUP  
SPEED DATING

CLIMBING TRAINING
Beginner course

ENDE GELÄNDE INFOR-
MATION WORKSHOP
What is Ende Gelände? – Info workshop with ques-
tions and discussion about civil disobedience

Workshop Grätzl-Workshop

Workshop

Preparation

Workshop

DE DE

DE
DE/EN

DE/(EN)
DE

unlimited

unlimited

< 8
< 25

Action-Tent SC-Grätzl

Action-Tent
Action-Tent

Trees, 
meeting point: 
at the treehouse

Action-Tent

1,5–2 h 3 h

3 h
1,5 h

3 h
1,5 h
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ACTION TRAINING
How do I prepare for an action of Civil Disobedience - 
and how do I act being in it?
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Extinction Rebellion Heli

Orange
Theresa

Joe & Heli

Simon & Sophia
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Preparation DE/EN< 60

Action-Tent
(meeting point)/
free tent

3 h

Preparation

ACTION TRAINING
How do I prepare for an action of Civil Disobedience - 
and how do I act being in it?

ACTION TRAINING
How do I prepare for an action of Civil Disobedience - 
and how do I act being in it?

tba

tba

Preparation

Preparation

DE/EN< 60

< 60

Action-Tent
(meeting point)/
free tent

Action-Tent
(meeting point)/
free tent

3 h

3 h

D*
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We sensitize for psychological repression and -stress in activist 
contexts and establish a solidary approach to avoid reproduction of 
our society's performance pressure and ignorance of psychological 
distress.

EMOTIONAL AND PSYCHO-
LOGICAL PROVISION & CARE
in activist contexts

LEGAL INFORMATION 
WORKSHOP
Input und Q&A for legal questions concerning the 
action day

Workshop

Workshop

post-processing

DE/(EN)

DE/EN

DE/(EN)

12 (ideal 1 P. per 
reference group)

unlimited

unlimited

Action-Tent

Action-Tent

Eventtent

Eventtent

Eventtent

1,5–2 h

2–3 h

1 h
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ACTION PLENARY
The Action Plenary Provider an overview of all the actions of the 
day. You will hear what they are Planning, what the recommen-
dations are, how to get involved and how to prepare. There is a 
brief input on the legal situation

ACTION  PLENARY
Get the fi rst informations and picture from the day of action  
and come to know where support is still needed.

ACTION  PLENARY

KNASt

Rote Hilfe Wien
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FRIDAY 31.5 DAY OF ACTION
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Prozessteam

Still looking for a reference group for the action day? In this 
space we will pose a couple of questions that help you to 
fi nd other people that match with your interests and with 
whom you feel comfortable to take part in the action!

REFERENCE GROUP 
SPEED DATING

DE/EN
unlimited

Action-Tent
1,5 h

Theresa

Preparation

– Action program – – Action program –

ACTION TRAINING
How do I prepare for an action of Civil Disobedience - 
and how do I act being in it?

tba

Preparation < 60

Action-Tent
(meeting point)/
free tent

3 h
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– Culture program –– Culture program –
Su
26.5

ROMANLESUNG
mit Thomas Aiginger

GIULIA Y LA LEONA

HOLLA DIE WALDFEE

DIE WELT RETTEN, 
ABER ZACKI ZACKI“
Society "Theater der Unterdrückten“

21:00 23:00

21:30

20:00

Mo
27.5

Tu
28.5

NIEDERLÄNDISCHER 
FOLKSTANZ MIT WITZ

POETIC CRITICISM – 
BROUHAHA

STREICHERENSEMBLE 
AUFTAKT 

MIST! 
Society "Geh mit Uns“

SHADIE UND DIE 
FALSCHEN FUFZIGER 

MARLEY WILDTHING

17:00 18:00

19:00

21:00

20:00

22:00

„
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Tu
28.5

We
29.5

We
29.5

Th
30.5

Fr
31.5

POETRY SLAM

OPEN STAGE

SOUND OF RESISTANCE
Chom

MAIGEBORN

LAUTE(R) WEIBER” 
cabaret (show)

CELIA MARA 

MATS

21:00

23:00

20:00

21:30

22:30

21:00

20:00

22:00

00:30

02:00

HERTZINGER

SESSION IN HER ROOM 

FEDERP NDELE
„

– Culture program –– Culture program –
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Sa
01.6

Su
02.6

"GUTE LESUNG FÜR ALLE“

DISPOSITIONEN

DECKNAME

AT PAVILLON

MURMEL

VARELI

18:00

01:30

20:00

21:00

22:00

02:45

04:15

MAREIA21:00 MULAN ABORDAN

Fr
31.5

– Culture program –– Culture program –



Program 2019
Climate Camp near Vienna, Obersdorf


